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Press Release (Final) 

 

 

Ascendas rides the Northeastern China wave 

-- Bags its second project in the region, 

a 10-year AREMS deal with reputable Dalian developer 

 

 

1. 28 September 2004 – Leading business space solutions provider Ascendas has sealed 

an agreement with Chinese developer Dalian Gold Coast to use the proprietary 

Ascendas Real Estate Management System, acronymed AREMS, for its three sq km 

Dalian Marine and Shipbuilding Accessories Industrial Park located in the Dalian 

Economic and Technological Development Area. 

 

2. This new venture into Dalian, an important industrial port city in northeast China with the 

country’s second largest shipbuilding base, is in line with Ascendas’ strategy to further 

expand its business in China, as well as participate in the opportunities presented by the 

emerging economies in northeast China.   

 

3. Under the agreement, Ascendas will implement its management system in the 69-

hectare phase one.  Through AREMS, Ascendas will transfer its best practices and 

know-how in quality real estate management to the marine and shipbuilding accessories 

industrial park.  This includes masterplan review, development management, marketing 

consultancy and agency, property management, lease management, asset management 

and the use of its proprietary web-based Ascendas Integrated Management System 

(AIMS). 

 

4. Mr Fred Lee, Managing Director of Dalian Gold Coast Enterprise, said: “The strategic 

partnership between Ascendas and Dalian Gold Coast is in line with the Chinese 

government's policy to rejuvenate the Northeastern industrial base.  It will create a new 

synergy in building Dalian as the international maritime hub for the entire northeastern 

region.” 

 

5. Dalian Gold Coast hopes to plug the vacuum for high-value accessories manufacturing 

in China’s shipbuilding industry – one of the focused industries under the Northeastern 

revitalization plan.  It aims to develop the park into a shipbuilding accessories 

manufacturing hub by attracting shipbuilding suppliers and manufacturers from both 

China and abroad.  China is currently the world's third largest shipbuilder, following 
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Korea and Japan. The industry is becoming internationally competitive in performance, 

quality, speed of building and costs. 

 

6. Ms Chong Siak Ching, President and CEO of Ascendas, said “Dalian is strategically 

located at the Bohai Rim, within the fast growing Northeastern region. With this 

partnership, we can participate and contribute to the region's growth.  The Northeastern 

region will be one of Ascendas ' key focus area for business expansion in China.” 

 

7. Mr Goh Toh Sim, CEO of Ascendas China, added “This is Ascendas’ second AREMS 

deal in Northeastern China following the Hunnan International Technopolis, a 10-sq km 

automotive campus in Shenyang.  In China, our strength is in industrial development 

and management which is recognised by many local developers, and the potential is 

promising.  Ascendas’ value-add will be in providing quality software and international 

management standards, which are proven and recognized by the business space 

industry in Asia.  The sharing of knowledge and experience through AREMS will open 

the way for Ascendas China to tap into this growing market.” 

 

8. With its expansion into Dalian, Ascendas now offers its customers an even wider range 

of business space offerings in major Chinese cities.  These include Shanghai, Beijing, 

Shenzhen, Suzhou and Shenyang. 

 

9. Ascendas’ other AREMS customers include Oman’s Public Establishment for Industrial 

Estates and India’s Cyber Pearl in Hyderabad. 

 

About Ascendas Real Estate Management System (AREMS) 

AREMS was launched as the first-of-its kind proprietary real estate management system in 

Asia.  A product derived from Ascendas’ strong brand name, AREMS bundles tried-and-

tested best practices covering the entire value chain of real estate management services into 

a unique product for ready application.  Park developers and owners who adopt AREMS will 

be able to leverage on the Ascendas brand, a recognised hallmark of quality, to signify high 

standards of park management. 

 

About the Dalian Economic & Technological Development Area  

The 329-sq km Dalian Economic & Technological Development Area was established in 

October 1984 and has since become one of China's key development zones for 

manufacturing, high-tech industries and related services. The city of Dalian, with a population 

of 5.6 million people, achieved GDP of RMB141 billion in 2002. 
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For further information, please contact: 

 

Singapore: 

Melanie Wong (Ms) 

Communications 

Ascendas Pte Ltd 

Tel: (65) 6774 9153 

HP: (65) 9789 1541 

Fax: (65) 6774 9852 

Email: melanie.wong@ascendas.com 

 

China: 

Huang Xiao Yan (Ms) 

Corporate & Marketing Communications 

Tel: (86) (21) 6426 3222 ext 329 

Fax: (86) (21) 6426 3533 

Email: xiaoyan.huang@ascendas.com 

 

 

About Dalian Gold Coast Enterprises 

Established in 1993, Dalian Gold Coast Enterprises Co Ltd is a sino-foreign corporation involved 

in the investment and development of residential, commercial and industrial park properties.  

The company has successfully completed several phases of residential and commercial 

development in Gold Coast New Town and has commenced development of an integrated 

industrial park in Dalian Development Area.   

 

DGCE and its residential development projects have received several industry awards and 

endorsements, such as “The Most Appealing Housing Project” in Dalian, and ISO 9001 – 2000 

certification for provision of residential real estate marketing services. 

 

Dalian Gold Coast has several other joint venture businesses and projects with companies from 

Malaysia, Canada, Japan, Hong Kong and Taiwan. 

 

About Ascendas 

Ascendas has a well-established track record as Asia's leading provider of total business space 

solutions.  Based in Singapore, Ascendas has built a strong regional presence from over 30 

years of serving a global clientele of more than 1,000 customers.  We develop, manage and 

market industrial space (manufacturing, logistics and distribution centres), suburban business 

space (business and science parks and high-tech facilities) and urban office/retail space. 
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Adding value at every stage, we customize developments and bundle e-infrastructure as part of 

our seamless solutions to create "plug-and-play" business environments.  Our flagships  

include the Singapore Science Park, International Tech Park Bangalore and Ascendas-Xinsu  

in Suzhou Industrial Park.  Our key regional markets include Singapore, China, India,  

the Philippines and South Korea. 
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Our projects include: 

Singapore  

Singapore Science Parks I, II & III  

Kaki Bukit Techparks I & II  

Tuas Techpark  

ePark@Ubi  

ePark@Admiralty  

Techplace I & II (in Ang Mo Kio)  

Techpoint (in Ang Mo Kio)  

Techlink & Techview (in Kaki Bukit)  

Techquest  

Honeywell Building 

NH Techno Glass Manufacturing Facility 

Ascendas Global Gateway Building 

A-Z Building 

Build-to-suit / Build-&-lease projects for Honeywell, Infineon, NH Techno Glass, Insead  

etc. 

China 

Ascendas-Xinsu in Suzhou Industrial Park 

Ascendas Plaza, Shanghai 

Vision (Shenzhen) Business Park 

Vision International Centre, Beijing 

Hunnan International Technopolis, Shenyang 

Beijing Economical & Technological Development Area 

Build-to-suit / Build-&-lease projects in various parts of China.  Customers include Exel 

Logistics, Friwo, Hitachi instruments, Knowles Electronics and Metrologic. 

India 

International Tech Park Bangalore 

International Tech Park Chennai 

Cyber Pearl, Hyderabad 

Infocity, Gurgaon 

Oman 

Knowledge Oasis Muscat 

Sohar Industrial Estate 

Buraimi Industrial Estate 

Nizwa Industrial Estate 

Rusayl Industrial Estate 

Sur Industrial Estate 

Raysut Industrial Estate 

South Korea 

Citicorp Center, Seoul 
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Philippines 

Carmelray Industrial Park II 

Taiwan 

Nankang Software Park 

Vietnam 

Vietnam-Singapore Industrial Park  

Indonesia 

Batamindo Industrial Park 

Bintan Industrial Estate 

Techpark Cikarang 

 

Visit us at www.ascendas.com 

 

http://www.ascendas.com/

